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5 Beers for Celebrating St. Patrick's Day

When it comes to Saint Patrick's Day the good old Irish standby is Guinness. Nothing screams Ireland like a pint of this
dark nectar. In light of that, I'm going to focus on alternate choices that can broaden your beer drinking repertoire.
Founders Breakfast Stout
This Double Chocolate Coffee Oatmeal Stout
(whew what a mouthful... literally) is an experience of
thick heavy bitter sweet heaven in a glass that
somehow seems to belong in a bowl with a spoon
sticking out of it. Made with imported chocolate,
Sumatra and Kona coffee and flaked oats, this rich,
heavy stout with its cinnamon colored frothy head is
meant to be shared. One is more than enough to make
you feel as though you have had a full course meal.
Newcastle Werewolf
This Irish Red is brewed at the 140 year old
Caledonian Brewery in Edinburgh. It offers a rich rosy
hued ale with a bittersweet malty flavor and a fruity
finish. It goes down smooth and finishes well. This ale
pairs wonderfully with your typical pub food. The
traditional flavor lends well to both pork and beef
dishes. So saddle up to a crock of Shepherd's Pie and a
pint of Newcastle this St Paddy's Day.
Harp Lager
Not everyone enjoys a dark ale. (Hard to
believe, I know.) Harp Lager is a honey colored

European-style lager that is brewed by none other than
Guinness. While lighter in color, the flavors are still very
complex with a slight hoppy quality that appeals to
many lager lovers.
Donnybrook Stout
Victory Brewing Company has a large selection
of wonderful beers and Donnybrook Stout is their Irish
dry stout. It is a dark hued stout with a roasted malt
flavor that gives hints of coffee and chocolate. For such
a dark colored beer, it drinks like a much lighter ale.
The light, almost creamy texture makes this a fantastic
choice for your Irish celebration.
Kilkenny Irish Cream Ale
Another Guinness brewed frothy beverage. The
creamy caramel flavor blended with an undertone of
fruity and floral hops makes this ale a delight to drink.
This cream ale, which is slightly sweet but still full
bodied, makes for an excellent dessert beverage. Skip
the cake and order this ale instead.
*We do not encourage underage drinking. If you do
drink, please do so responsibly and never Drink and
Drive

Coordinator Spotlight

Jennifer Hastings, US2009054115
Jennifer Hastings is the 2nd oldest of five kids and a proud aunt to three adorable nephews. She has
been a customer service representative for the past 15 years and shares her home with two loving fuzzballs
named Tiger and TimTim. Hobbies such as reading, sewing and Genealogy keep Jennifer entertained when
she is not enjoying MES games. She has been working on her own family tree since 1995.
Jennifer joined the Ocala Domain in 2009 and served as the Chapter Coordinator for the Hernando
Chapter within the Ocala Domain from 2011 to 2013 when she became Domain Coordinator. To Jennifer,
being a coordinator is more than being the prestige awarder, paperwork pusher and babysitter on call. She
sees herself as the one who helps make sure everyone has a safe, comfortable place to play and the person
they come to when they have a problem. Coordinators are the ones members look to for guidance in stressful
situations that sometimes arise. Her advice to other Coordinators is when people approach us angrily, to
always keep in mind they are not made at us. They are mad at the situation. Keeping our tempers helps calm
things that go wrong.
While being a coordinator can be stressful, Jennifer's favorite part about having the job is watching
everyone get together to have a good time and she loves being able to award a new MC to those who have
volunteered their time and energy to the club we love. On the flip side of that, her biggest challenge is the
paperwork. Making sure that you have a listing of everything all of your members have done so you can
award the appropriate prestige can be a bit hard to keep track of. Making sure to keep logs and emails
updated and organized can be time consuming and intimidating. Jennifer's advice to other Coordinators is to
find yourself a good way to organize everything and it makes the paperwork portion of the job easier. For
organizing, Jennifer prefers Googledocs to store copies of prestige logs shared only with members of her
coordinator email account and the email of the member it belongs to. She also uses the calendar to track
game nights, meeting nights, member renewal dates and birthdays. (Because game is always better with
birthday cake)

Storyteller Spotlight
Daniel Fruchterman, US200203492
For Daniel, the best part about being a member of
MES is the people. "They are also the delightfully
worst, most opinionated, most complex and
delicate creatures you are likely to find." The
visceral and emotional interactions with others is
the most enjoyable part of LARPing. Daniel thinks
that "It is much more immersive and fulfilling as a
social activity than anything else."

Daniel Fruchterman became a Storyteller about 20
minutes after joining MES in 1993. He was running
and playing in LARPs well before then as it is his
main hobby. When not playing, Daniel enjoys
carpentry, crafting, gaming, reading and rigging. He
also works for SSL as a configuration senior design
engineer designing commercial communication
satellites and has been there since 1994.

What advice does Daniel have for other
Storytellers? "It's a game and everyone has a
different interpretation of what that means. Do
not think of the success of a game as binary (good
or bad) but rather was the game good for the
simulationalists, the gamists, the narrativists, the
plot monkeys, the salonists, the new kids, the old
guard, the fashionistas, PVEers, PVPers and prickly
pears." A great story is made when people are
willing to risk. Risk their characters, risk winning
and most importantly risk emotional safety.

In Play Quotes
"Georgina, darling, haven't we discussed your usage of the modern technological terms is lost on me? Though after
having my ghoul explain most of your missive to me, I'm sure I understand now. Do know it did not come easy, and it
took many beatings short of his life to relay the information properly."
Requiem: Christopher Godfrey "The Silver Dragon" (James Johnson, US200205600) said to his Childe, Georgina Godfrey
(Christie Cleveland US2012050020)

My first experience with this game was so over whelming I had no idea what to do, but I had great people giving me
advice on how to have fun with it and enjoy this wonderful game, FGOTM at SCARAB was a great experience to have my
first game, I enjoyed it quite a lot and became attached to the premade character that was made up for me, so many
twists and turns and the end of the game made me cry it was a beautiful ending and honestly because of this game it
makes me what to continue to play, I just want to say thank you to all of those who did help me and who made my game
a great experience
Carlissa Pugh, US2012050095

Photo & Art Submissions

Artwork provided by James Johnson, US2002056000
You can find out more about CamNet at http://wiki.mindseyesociety.org/index.php/CamNET

Huntsville, AL, Vampire Requiem

From Left to Right: Thaddeus Turing, Mekhet Carthian Sheriff (Justin Cline); Isodora Devine, Daeva Invictus,
Prince (Sarah Wade); Dr. Wesley Reader, Daeva Carthian, Royal Harpy (Carl Jordan); Yuuko Miyako; Daeva
Ordo Dracul, Seneshchal (Priscilla Tan)
Photos provided by Sarah Wade, US2013010018

Photos Taken at SCARAB, January Feature
Game of the Month in Columbia, SC

Photos Provided by Michael Lone, US2006088415 and James Mills US2013050197

Photos Taken at the Midwinter Gaming Con in Milwaukee, WI and the Chicago Game of the Month

Photos Provided by Erykah Fassett, US2011017295

Game Review: I Drank What?
By: Kat Mills-Lone, US2008032102

We got into an “I Drank What?” tournament at SCARAB
Con and immediately fell in love with this game by
Empire Games. It can be played with multiple people
and has the option of an expansion, “To Brie or not to
Brie” that adds more “Cheese” to the game. With the
base game you can play with up to 8 players, 10 with
the expansion and you can combine multiple games for
even more people and more fun.
The premise of the game is you are at a party, someone
is poisoning the guests and the goal is to be the last
guest standing. The game includes Wine Cards and
Poison Cards that are sometimes manipulated to move
among the players. You just have to make sure that
someone else gets poisoned before you do. At the start
of the game you pull out enough wine cards for each
player minus one and add to that one Poison Card.
Shuffle and deal face down. Do not peek at these, they
will remain face down until something happens that
allows you to flip or peek at the card. Then a hand is
dealt to each player. The cards for players hands can
include:
Cheese cards which remain in play in front of the player.
Each player can have only one cheese out at a time. If a
player has a cheese card played in front of them, they

have the option to eat their cheese (discard the cheese
card) instead of drinking when another player forces
them to drink. Cheese cards have cool effects that can
help you hold onto your wine card, help you to draw
extra cards, or force others to drink if you challenge
them.
Action Cards which are used only during a players turn.
Action Cards can allow a player to peek at other player’s
cards, move cheese around, bring more drink cards into
the game, or call a toast forcing everyone at the table to
drink. Up to two action cards can be played per turn.
Reaction Cards which are played in reaction to other
player’s actions, drinking challenges or toasts. Reaction
cards include spitting in someone else's glass in that
moment before you die from the poison, resulting in
taking out the person who just poisoned you. Reaction
cards can also include an antidote to counter the
poison, the ability to drink from a hip flask, or allow
your glass to breath so you don’t have to drink that
round.
This is a fast paced game with tons of fun and intrigue.
The cost of the base set and expansion together is only
about $25. It’s a great party game, and is geared to
having at least six starting players.

Sunk

By: J. Michael Arons, US2009074365

What lies below the surface of the mirror-still lake; the
movement of something long making the faintest of waves as
it dodges over the bones of lost hunters and unprepared
fishermen. A stream that pulls quickly at the leaves, over the
rocks and falling 50ft, obscures the cave of some ancient
predator, hiding behind a wall of rushing water. The azure
and green wake over the long lost aircraft sitting in pieces,
algae and fish swimming past ghosts anchored under the
waves. I choose this theme because one of my favorite seeds
is The Swimming Hole out of Mysterious Places (2005). I have
run this scenario multiple times for players and it has so much
going for it, not the least, the central swimming hole and its
mystery.
The "hole" is bottomless or at least dark enough that you
can't see the bottom, it has a strange history, and something
unexplainable that is the source of its power that can only be
reached by crossing the water. I had players try to plum its
depth, but powers prevent that route of exploration. I've had
a player drown before discovering the secret. What is
dangerous. in this module, it is never explained why the lake
has this power, and I like that. There are places to explore
that have no answer, that's why we must go there for
ourselves, even if that means strapping on a tank and
submerging ourselves to go there.
In Florida and the Southeast, the greatest source of water is
far below the surface. Aquifers feed by filtrating streams,
flow underground; kept there by constant pressure until the
groundwater breaks the surface to create a spring. That
water is kept in the dark recesses of the southeast, traveling
through labyrinthine caves until it can reach the surface. Any

diver exploring could find himself lost without guidelines for
the parts which have been marked, but there are still places
that have never been seen by mortal eyes and even in the
World of Darkness, that can change. Side caves may lead to
Arcadia for the moment and the underwater grotto of some
True Fae in its form as a sea maiden or serpent, a diver may
come up for air in a chamber marked by Glyphs that tell the
true story of Atlantis, or what remains of a long lost temple
submerged and cut off from the sink that once led to the
surface hides dangers still.
Out on the coast, where waves crash on the beach, not every
wreck has been found. Battles were fought, in the great age
of piracy and beyond, both above the waves and below. Off
Tybee there is an unexploded nuclear bomb, dropped by a B47 after a mid-air collision. I'll repeat that. A 7000 pound,
unexploded nuclear bomb. The US Military continues to
probe for it, very, very gently. Countless ships, carrying god
knows what, lie beneath sand, the artifacts, the artillery,
going to rust or miraculously staying pristine due to
influences of eldritch source of power. The water has
reclaimed land. What once was a great city toppled into the
sea, storms have ravaged coastline and the lighthouses or
watchtowers have been drug down to the depts. But there is
a chance that these places can be reached, even R'lyah might
surface for a bit, just long enough to cause a bit more trouble.
We won't know because the sea hides her precious secrets so
well.
We are so vulnerable to what lies there, deep below the blue,
we tend to stay away from that watery grave. I say, "Fancy a
swim?"

Brine Your Own Corned Beef
By: Paul Lee, US200203424
In Doing a small survey, I discovered that a large amount of people go with the Corned Beef and Cabbage for good ole' St Patty's
Day. So I wanted to offer some instructions on how to "Corn" your own beef brisket. This recipe is adapted from one of my culinary
go to guys, Alton Brown. He uses a nitrate called salt peter. This is what typically gives the brisket that pretty pink color. It is also
used in fireworks if I am not mistaken, and that to me does not sound like a good eats. I want my food to be tasty first, and
appeasing on the eyes secondly. I however do not feel that it is necessary to add unneeded preservatives when you can get around
it... so here we go.
1 (4-5 lb) beef brisket, trimmed
2 quarts water
1 cup kosher salt
1/2 cup brown sugar
1 cinnamon stick broken into several pieces
1 tsp mustard seeds
1 tsp black pepper corns
8 whole cloves
8 whole allspice berries
12 whole juniper berries
(found at health food stores if your grocery store doesn't carry)
2 bay leaves crumbled
1/2 tsp ground ginger
2 lbs ice (optional)
Place the water into a large stockpot along with the salt, sugar and spices. Cook over high heat until the salt and sugar have
dissolved. The aromatic fragrance of the spices is simply amazing.
Remove from the heat and add the ice. Stir until the ice has melted. Ice is added to cool down the solution but you can skip this and
just refrigerate the brine until it reaches a temperature of 45 degrees F. Once it has cooled, place the brisket into a 2 gallon zip top
bag (or large air tight container) and add the brine. Seal and lay flat inside a container. Cover and place in the refrigerator for at
least 10 days. Check daily to make sure the beef is completely submerged and stir the brine. If you use a storage container instead
of a bag be sure to flip the brisket once a day.
Cooking the Brisket:
Corned Beef Brisket
1 Large onion chopped
1-2 large carrots cut into hearty pieces
10 read potatoes cut into quarters
1 head of cabbage roughly chopped

After your beef has brined for at least 10 days, remove the brisket from the brine and rinse well under cool water. Place the brisket
in a pot just large enough to hold the meat. Add the onion, carrot, potatoes and cabbage, cover with water. Set over ghigh heat and
bring to a biol. Reduce the heat to low. Cover and gently simmer for 2 1/2 - 3 hours or until the meat is fork tender.
Remove from the pot and thinly slice across the grain. Also, don't forget about leftovers for Reuben sandwiches the next day.
Toasted rye bread, sliced corned beef, 1000 island, and sour kraut!!!

Game Day Chili Recipe
By: Julia Barnes, US2013100189
Have a group of hungry gamers to feed? Do you need something quick and easy for a rainy day? Try this
super quick and easy crockpot recipe that feeds a crowd. I have made this several times for game days,
and it always satisfies!
Ingredients
2lb lean (at least 80%) ground beef
1 large onion, chopped (1 cup)
2 cloves garlic, finely chopped
2 cans (28oz) diced tomatoes, undrained
2 cans (16oz) chili beans in sauce, undrained
2 cans (15oz) tomato sauce
4 tablespoons chili powder
3 teaspoons ground cumin
Salt to season
Pepper to season
1. In a skillet, cook beef and onion over medium heat 8 to 10 minutes. Stir Occasionally, until beef is
brown; drain.
2. In 4 to 5 quart slow cooker, combine beef, onion, and remaining ingredients.
3. Cover and cook on Low setting for 6 to 8 hours.

Crock Pot Irish Stew Recipe
By: Kat Mills-Lone, US2008032102
Ingredients
2lb Stew Beef
1 can of Guinness or other dark stout
3 cups beef stock
1 large onion, chopped
1 cup celery, chopped
4 large potatoes peeled and cut into 1 inch cubes
1 lb carrots, sliced thick
1 Tbs granulated garlic
salt and pepper to taste
1/2 tsp dry thyme
1 cup quick cooking barley
Put everything except the Barley into the crock pot and cook on low for about 3-4 hours. Add the quick cooking barley
and let cook another 45 minutes or until barley is tender. The Barley will thicken the broth slightly.
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